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I:ntroduct ion

For many years the ·lower Mississippi River valley has been
1n constant danger from high water causing disastrous floods.
The important city of New Orleans, our typical French city, ie
below the surface of the .Missiae1pp1 River at all stages, and
its only means of protection_ at present is by a levee.

Should

this bulkwark give way, the whole of that city would be submerged.

With this danger in mind, the writer has undertaken a

study for, and design of a spillway above the city to reduce
the danger caused by high water.
increase and the levees,
--· upon them, become wea.ker.

du~

Each year flood heights

tc:>. _the enormous. pressure . e~~r.:t~<i

Many thousands of dollars are spent

each year in repair and strengthening of levees, but this can
not go on forever, and it is probably only a matter of time
until it will be impossible to further control the increasing
flood heights.

2.

Method Of Investigat-i on
The writer has had some experience in river con t rol with
The Mississippi River Commission and has consulted several
p!'omenient men· and authors as to the advisability of this project.

Although their opinions have varied, he has sumed up all

the advantages and dieadve.ntages and firmly believes his decision
to be of value in the future control of our •'Father of Waters."

Project
While the writer has the utmost confidence in the efficacy
of levees to protect the Louisiana delta, and does not believe
that the interests of New Orleans will be seriously threatened
by encroaching floods, yet it seems desirable to make such

further investigations as may be needed to reach definite conclusions as to means and extent of possible flood reduction in
order to set at rest the fears which now appear to exist among ·
the people of the delta.
The proposition ie a safety valtte for temporary relief
consisting of a vertica.l beam dam forming part of the controlling
levee line, which would obviate to a considerable extent the
difficulties incident to an uncontrolled channel.

A prepared

floodway to control and guide the outflow would, of course, be
necessary.
Not being limited in choice of a location, the writer has
selected, as a site for the relief outlet, a stretch of country

3.

involvipg the least. expenditurefor the acquisition of landsand
improve:rnents, and· affording the shortest Q.istance
for the waters spilling over the weir.

to the Gulf

This s.ite* 1s on the

West bank of the Mise1ss1pp1 River, between 14.cCall and Donaldsonville, Louisiana.
It 1s intended to constuct a · huge waste weir over which

the suril>lue waters or the .Ml:ssiss1pp1 River will flow into Bayou
LaFourche, thence into the Lake Verret by a controlled channel,
and :r·rom there to the Gulf via the Atchafalaya River.

The dis-

tance to the Gulf is less and the surface elope will be greater_
than is now the case between the sight of the weir and the head
of the passes.

To accomplish this purpose, it is proposed to

build the weir about a half mile back of the.present levee,
during low water stage, and connect it to the present levee by
spur levees from each end.

As soon as the project is completed,

the existing levee in front of the weir will be removed and

th~

dam allowed to act as part of the levee until water flows over
the crest.

*

See accompanying map.

4.
Condi t _i on of Loui slana
Origin and Formation of Soils

The st.a te

or

Louisiana ranks second in the area of swamp

land within its borders and in the percentage of its total area
that is classed as swamp land.

Out of a total of 45,420 square

miles, 15,930 square miles, of 35 percent, are classed as swamp
and overflowed land.

Up until the year of 1875, many miles of-. this

state was covered by water which, unrestrained, spread over the
country when the rivers rose out of their banks.

All the rivers

of any magnitude, running through the state, are now leveed on
both sides and all precautions are being taken to protect the
interests of numerous citizens which have settled here and built
their homes.
The small percentage of area of Louisiana which is under
cultivation is worked very intensively and supports a population
of over 200 to the square mile.

While the principal industry

of the whole region is agriculture, the wealth derived from other
sources, including sea food, lumber, oil, gas, salt and sulphur
is almost aa.great.
The soil of the area east of the Atchafalaya River and in
parts of St. Mary, Iberia and St. Martin Parishes is of alluvial
origin and is largely the result of deposits made by the
Mississippi River and itsbra.nches.

It has been built up from a

depth of several thousand feet to the present elevation above
the Gulf.

In the very newest portions of the Delta at Port Ea4e,

at the mouth of the Mississippi River, a considerable subsidence

5.
ot the land is yet. going on, the measured rate being about 0.11
t'oot pe:r year.

That this subsidence is dq.e to a compacting of

the newer deposits is shown by the fact, that p_e rmanent bench
· marks along t.he river record a decreasing settlement as the distance from the mouth of the river increases.

Except in this

re1atively small area near the.mouth of the river, the remainder
of this section of the state shows no change in elevation • . As ·
is typical

o~

delta regions, ridges of sandy soil· are found along

the main river channel and along its branching outlets.
With every :flood the -rfvernow · over:flows its flood plain
and deposits much of the sediment from its headwaters.

a

As with

slight increase in velocity the transporting power is vastly

~ncreased,

eo with a slight checking of velocity as occurs over

the flood plain outside of the channel, a deposit takes place.
The greater decrease in velocity taking place near the channel,
there the heaviest and coarsest sediment is deposited, and in
greatest quantity.
tlood and

a

The river banks are thus built higher by each

system of uatural . levees is produced.

readily noticeable

by

This is

the marked difference in the "front lands"

and ''back lands•• along the river.

The former being higher and of.

coarser texture than the latter.
Since practically all the land in the delta reg1on, or
Louisiana, is now protected by levees along the Mississippi River,
and ae overflow is now rare, all building up of the low marshlands has been checked.

However, at the mouth

or

the River,

de_posit1on of material is continually taking place.
As most of the land west of the Atchafalaya River consists
or recent coastal plain deposits rather than of Kississippi
River alluvium, the surface conditione are somewhat different

6.
from those encountered in the delta section of the state.

In-

stead of a succession of ridges and shallo_w lakessuch as occur
in the Delta section, we have a coastal plain gradually rising
~rom

South to North.

Along the immediate coast line there is a

more or less unbroken sandy ridge through which the local r1 vera
have cut channels.
stretchesof salt

Immediately in the rear of the ridges are

~arsh.very

little above sea level, but which

gradually rise to the North so that at a distance of some 5 to 10
miles inland they become fresh-water marsh.

The larger streams,

such as the Mermentau, the Calcasien, and the Sabine are still
depositing alluvium, and since the

co~stal

line was elevated these

streams have considerably extended the land adjoining them.

As

the waters of these outlets are very sluggish and are not heavily
loaded with silt they have not built up large ridges along the
immediate river banks.

The alluvial portions is nee.rly level and

the strips of allumial land along the channels gradually widen
as the streams approach the Gulf.

These alluvial strips are still

in process of formation a.nd of elevation by deposition, since
at each high water the adjoining lands are flooded, the rivers
hot having been leveed.

The Delta Survey 1.860

The purpose of the survey of 1860 was to study river hydraulics
ancl the effect of cut-offs, overflow bae1qs, tributaries, outlets,.
levees and crevasses.

The observations carried on -during the sur-

vey were intended to render the solution of the problem of protection of the valley against inundation independent of
and formulas found in books.

~he

laws

An analysis was made· of three

distinct systems for the protection of the bottom lands against
overflow.

These were:

First, to modify the actual relations

existing between the accelerating and retarding forces in the
channel by dutting off the bends in the river.

Second, to

reduce the maximum discharge of the river by the diversion of
tributaries, and by artificial reservoirs and outlets.

Third,

to confine the water to the channel, and allow it to regulate its
own discharge.

It was conduded that no advantage could

b~

- derived either from diverting tributaries or constructing reservoirs, a.nd that the ple.n of cut-offs, and of new or enlarged
ou+lets to the gulf, were too costly and too dangerous to be
attempted.

A system of levees from the mouth of the Ohio River

to Fort St. Phillip, Louisiana, was recommended.
The geology of the banks and bed of the Kississ1ppi River
was described as consisting of a tenacious clay, which is unlike
the alluvial soil, wears slowly under the strongest currents, and
_i e proved by conclusive evidence to belong to a geological format.ion antedating the present.

The river banks are underlain by

strata of nearly pure sand, and the riv-e r is constantly excavating
it in bends, and forming new land on points throughout the whole
alluvial region.

8.

Measurements for ·the determination of the amount of

sedime~•

tn suspension in the Mississippi River water were also made by
- t he Delta.. Survey and lasted for several ,years.
From the resultsof these

observa~ons

the following

con~u-

s1ons were drawn:
{a)
~apaoity

The Mississippi River is not charged to its maximum
with sediment.

The distribution of the material follows

no law, the amount at any point depending upon accidental circum. stances of whirls, etc., although there is a.n accumulation o·r the
·material near the bott.om where the suspending power

is

·g reatest •

.Frem these concl ue1ons the deduction was made that "the popular
:1dea that a slight artificial reta.rdation of the current, caused.
•
by a relatively small crevasse or outlet, for instance, must pro·.duce a deposit in the channel of the river below it" _is in·error.
(b)

The sediment of the Mississippi Riv:er is to the water,

by weight, nearly as 1 to 1,500, and by bulk, nearly as 1 to
2,900j provided long periods of time be considered.

9.
Protection of Levees ·Above and Relow Spillway

The writer believes the most economical and best means of
:levee protection to prevent erosion, is to sink willow brush mats,
~ covering

the slopes of the levees and extending to a line a few

feet below low water.

The mats, as adopted by the Mississippi

River Commission, me.y be built on inclined ways on the river bank.
When completed, it will be launched, towed into position, and
sunk under a uniformly distributed ballast of stone.
The mats shall be constructed in the follo.ing manner:A frame-work of longitudinal e.nd

transve ~· se

poles s_Jaced four

·f"eet apart fastened together with annealed wire.

Upon this will

. be placed a layer of brush and then another frame work, similar to
the first, of poles.

The mate shall be built up as described, to

a depth of 18 inches, a. framework of poles on both top and bottom.
and the whole mat firmly fastened together with annealed wire.

l.O.

C:onclus1on

Jtany writers have condemned outlets because they abstract

water from the river, thereby lessening the volume, flow and
scouring power, and cause deposits below the outlets in proportion
to the volume abstracted.

These writers ha.ve drawn their

c.onclueions from the effects of crevasses and floods.

Spill-.

ways or waste weirs are different from crevasses in the :fact.
of having the outflow controlled so as to discharge a given
. amount and at the ·same time confine t _he water to the floodway
prepared therefor.
The effect on the main stream of crevasses and spillways
are different.

When a crevasf'e takes place, the levee suddenly

gives way and many thousands of cubic feet of water rushee
through the opening each second.

It can readily be seen, this

sudden diversion of a large quantity of water from the

swoll~n

stream, cEtuses a check, e.nd the results are, · the deposition
of eilt b.·e low the out·let and the formation of a bar in the
main channel.

The proposed spillway will act as a common

bulwark or levee until the river reaches flood ste.ge.

There

will be no "crevasse effect", that is, sudden opening through
which the water can discharge, but it will slowly flow over
the top of the spillway, increasing in depth as the flood
heights increase.
The writer sightethe following facts which favor the
adoption of the proposed Spillway:
(a)

Future floods can be controlled and protection

afforded to our beautiful cities of the south.

11.

(b)

The channel being controlled, ample opportunities

are set forth for the reclamation of valuable and fertile
agriculture lands.
(c)

Swamps or land which is now under water can be

drained by large pumping units, and cultivated without fear of
inundation.
(d)

Large sums have been spent on other forms of flood

control to no avail.

Flood heights are increasing with each

flood and the situation becomes more serious each year.

Some

plan must be adopted and as every suggestion to date has

failed~

this project seems to be the most feasible.
The project will be one mile long and extend ten feet
ab ~ ve

the surface of the ground.

The accompan1ng map and

drawing show the location and design of the vertical-bean
waste weir.
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